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I am writing to you in regards to the project of building Sizewell C, which to my mind goes against all logics on
many fronts.
But above all, environmentally it is a disaster. The fragile Suffolk coastline around that specific area has already
undergone massive changes due to climate change and rising sea levels. Just a look slightly south along the
coast reveals how much of the cliff has already disappeared over the years in Thorpeness, how much land has
been reclaimed by the sea further north towards Minsmere and Dunwich. And we all know, things are not going
to get any better on that level.
The coastline between Sizewell and Minsmere is one of Britain’s most renowned bird reserves; permanent
movement of lorries, construction of huge areas of buildings will put an end to the peaceful, natural beauty of
the area for ever. I thought the British government was concerned with the environment. Concerned with
maintaining biodiversity. Concerned with protecting the natural surroundings. Concerned with offering the
British people (and others) places that are of outstanding natural beauty. And that coastline is one of them.
By the time the nuclear power station is completed and up and running, because as we all now it will not be
respecting official deadlines (they never do) and at a cost that does not bear thinking about, electricity provided
by these massive nuclear power stations will probably no longer be the way forward. If the country is wanting
to show its prowess in sustainable, clean means of providing power, why not invest the fortune set aside for
Sizewell in other greener, less invasive production which will not have such a negative impact on the lives of
local people.
And also, the British government should be seeking to implant something of British make, not of
French/Chinese partnership!
I do hope that you will rethink all the aspects of this project and abandon it. Just the idea that such a beautiful
coastline will be disfigured forever makes me feel sick. Sizewell A and B are already imposing enough.
Yours
Pam Ryder Richardson

